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Paras build landmarks globally. Established in 2004, Paras builders are tremendously coming up
with its grand success in various residential and commercial projects. Paras builders aims at
constructing dream homes in reality and builds trust among customers. After the successful launch
of Paras Seasons, Paras builders are coming up with its brand new residential project in the heart of
Gurgaon, which is the Paras Irene residential project.

Paras Irene is a luxury high rise (G+9 & G+18) residential complex at Sector 70A, Gurgaon. Paras
Residential Apartments Gurgaon has modern architecture with straight line designs and expansive
green open spaces for a style-trendy experience. Strategically located at Sector 70 A, Gurgaon,
Paras Irene residential project offers apartments in configuration of two, three and four bedroom
sizes comes with an tentative size ranging from (1420-2525) sq. feet depending on the unit plans.

Paras Irene residential project is all set to explore the next generation of integrated community
living. Set in vivid and amazing surroundings, Paras Irene Apartments Sector 70 A are wholly self-
contained and amenity rich. Paras new apartments Gurgaon presents you a harmonious blend of
lifestyle options.

Offering a refined life full of convenience, Paras Irene Sector 70A  provides amenities such as 100%
power backup, hi tech perimeter security, amphitheatre, health club, playground for children, grand
entrance foyer, lift lobbies, 24hours civic amenities, gymnasium, swimming pool, ample parking
space, lush green landscape with recreational area and an exclusive rejuvenating spa lounge with
ultra modern club facility.

Paras Irene residential project Sector 70A has a close proximity from Golf Course Extension Road /
SPR, NH-8, Dwarka Expressway and almost all major points of Delhi, NCR and Gurgaon. This ease
of accessibility enhances the value of this residential project.

Residential project builders are coming up with their upcoming projects in Gurgaon energetically as
Gurgaon real estate market is a best choice to invest.

Setting high standards of life, Gurgaon is becoming one of the most preferred destinations for
corporate and global investors in India. Gurgaon is one of the rising cities in India which is
developing remarkably with its success in the real estate sector. To know more about Paras
upcoming residential projects in Gurgaon, please dial: +91 9811 999 666.

The real estate market of Gurgaon offers a plethora of options for investors and vendors as far as
budget is concerned. So if you are dreaming of a home in the hot spot of the city gurgaon, then
Paras Irene residential apartments Sector 70A would be the best preferred choice.
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a Paras Irene Gurgaon new residential project offers new apartment at sector 70a & find more about
a Paras New Projects Gurgaon. Contact for Booking: +91 9811 999 666, +91 11 4950 0000
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